Week 40, Sunday 27 September - Saturday 3 October, 2015

Program Guide
Week 40
Sunday September 27th, 2015
6:45 am

Weatherwatch And Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality music.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

The World Game - Join Lucy Zelic, David Zdrilic and Craig Foster for all the highlights
and previews of the best action, news and exclusive interviews from around the football
world. (An SBS Production) CC

2:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

4:00 pm

2015 Superbike World Championship - Round 11: Jerez, Spain - Highlights from
Round 11 of the Superbike World Championship 2015 in Jerez, Spain. (Motor Sport) CC

4:30 pm

Football Asia - Provides the latest news and updates from the various football leagues
across Asia. (From Singapore, in English) (Sport) CC

5:00 pm

Cycling: The Samsung Bike Lane - The Bike Lane showcases the very best in cycling,
from pro tips, to the latest race news, celebrity challenges and gear reviews. Hosted by
Matthew Keenan. (An SBS Production) (Cycling) CC

5:30 pm

Himmler And The Holy Grail - As medievalist author Otto Rahn is running out of funds
for his studies on the Cathar Grail Heinrich Himmler steps in and offers him cash and
forces him to join the SS. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A)
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Sunday September 27th, 2015
6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:35 pm

Ultimate Tutankhamun - Few Egyptian pharaohs have captivated the world, or been as
shrouded in mystery, as King Tutankhamun. Three thousand years after his rule, the exact
circumstances behind his death remain unclear. Ultimate Tutankhamun investigates 90
years’ worth of evidence to offer the most comprehensive picture of an iconic Egyptian
pharaoh. World renowned archaeologists are taking a 21st century approach to ancient
history, conducting a forensic investigation into Tutankhamen's cause of death. (Part 1 of
2) (From the US) (Documentary) PG CC **Premiere**

8:35 pm

Sinatra: All Or Nothing At All - An up-close and personal examination of the life, music
and career of the legendary entertainer, Frank Sinatra. Focusing on Sinatra’s first 60
years, beginning with his birth in Hoboken, New Jersey and meteoric rise in his 20s, and
drawing on comments from friends and family, as well as never-before-seen footage from
home movies and concert performances, this unprecedented tribute to the beloved
showman follows Sinatra’s growth from roadhouse performer to global singing sensation.
(Part 2 of 2) (From the US) (Documentary) M(L) CC **Final**

10:55 pm

Mr Dynamite: The Rise Of James Brown - Abandoned by his parents at an early age,
James Brown was a self-made man who became one of the most influential artists of the
20th century, not just through his music, but also as a social activist. Charting his journey
from rhythm and blues to funk, this documentary features rare and previously unseen
footage, interviews and photographs chronicling the musical ascension of "the hardest
working man in show business," from his first hit, "Please, Please, Please," in 1956 to his
iconic performances at the Apollo Theatre, the T.A.M.I. Show, the Paris Olympia and
more. (From the US) (Documentary/Biography) PG CC **Premiere**

1:05 am

UCI Road World Championships - SBS's biggest ever coverage of the World
Championships with 8 races live from Richmond, USA. Australia has high hopes of
striking gold in the Men's Time Trial through Tour de France yellow jersey Rohan Dennis,
and in the road race through last year’s silver medallist Simon Gerrans. (Cycling) **Live
Eastern States**
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Monday September 28th, 2015
6:00 am

Weatherwatch And Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality music.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Andre Rieu: Welcome To My World - Join celebrated conductor and composer André
Rieu as he leads his orchestra and special guest stars in a series of concerts around the
world. ‘Welcome To My World’ takes you further into the world of the Classical Brit Awardwinning Rieu, and features a behind-the-scenes documentary and interviews with the
Dutch maestro, the Johann Strauss Orchestra and other musical collaborators. (From the
UK & the Netherlands) (Music) (Arts) G CC

1:55 pm

James Taylor - Beacon Theatre - This 1998 concert displays Grammy award-winning
singer-songwriter James Taylor's craftsmanship and legendary stage presence,
showcasing hits from his entire career. A must-see for fans and James Taylor newcomers
alike. (Australia) (Arts) G CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

3:30 pm

Make Hummus Not War - Hummus is one of the oldest known prepared foods in human
history, stretching back to the Crusades. Israelis, Lebanese, Syrians, Egyptians,
Jordanians, Palestinians, Turks and Iraqis, all claim it as their own. In the 21st century,
hummus is a fashionable food commodity, manufactured and sold everywhere. But the
Middle East is a place where passions are quick to ignite. And so, where there is hummus,
there is also intense rivalry. In 2008, the Association of Lebanese Industrialists ignited the
hummus war, by deciding to sue Israel in an international court, claiming Israeli food
manufacturers were promoting traditional Arab cuisine as Israeli products. Make Hummus
Not War is a journey though the hummus bars and kitchens of, Beirut, Tel Aviv,
Jerusalem, and New York. (An Australian Production) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(S) CC
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Monday September 28th, 2015
4:30 pm

The Dales With Ade Edmondson - Adrian Edmondson marks the 100th anniversary of
Reeth Show in Swaledale, where 11-year-old Raven Owen is taking part in her first horseriding competition, and farmers John, George and Albert Allison hope to win their late
father's memorial trophy in its inaugural year. Ade also auditions for a part in the
Grassington Players' latest production and learns about the theatrical group's role in the
community. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

5:00 pm

21st Century Railway - This three-part series follows the creation, decline and rebirth of
Ireland’s railways. Railways in Ireland have been around for almost 180 years, and when
they first arrived they brought Ireland to the forefront of technological change. Having once
enjoyed a golden age, railways were to enter a long period of decline - but today their
revival is being championed once again, bringing them into line with 21st century
expectations. (From Ireland) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Nigella Express - Hey Presto - Nigella’s conjuring up dazzling Italian food in a flash from
sensational pasta to an entire effortless feast. She cooking, she’s shopping, she’s
entertaining and sharing fabulous fast cooking tips. There’s pasta pronto, linguine with a
sensational raw sauce of lemon, garlic and thyme mushrooms. Then a fabulous, no
stress, no effort anti pasti feast with marsala honey pears and gorgonzola. (S.1,Ep.3)
(From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Cats Uncovered - The Lion In Your Lap - The second episode of this unique scientific
study reveals the wild side of pet cats. Using GPS trackers and cat cameras, they show
how these felines transform from pampered pet to purring predator as soon as they leave
the cat flap. Liz Bonnin and some of the world's top cat experts put Ozzy and Smudge
under surveillance to find out who is king of the street and reveal why, no matter how hard
we try, we can't keep our cats' hunting instincts under control. (From the UK)
(Documentary) PG CC **New Episode**

8:30 pm

The Wonder Of Dogs – A Dog For Every Job - This episode looks at the abilities of
different dog breeds and the role humans play in developing them. Included in this
episode are Cocker Spaniels; Pembroke Welsh Corgis and Hunting Breeds. (Part 2 of 3)
(From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **New Episode**

9:30 pm

Hunters Of The South Seas - The Whale Hunters Of Lamalera - Writer Will Millard
explores the extraordinary people of the Coral Triangle in the Western Pacific. Here whale
hunters, spear fishermen and ocean traders all live in close connection to the sea. In
episode two, Will heads to the small village of Lamalera, the Coral Triangle’s most
notorious whale-hunting community. (Part 2 of 3) (From Wales, in English) (Documentary)
M(L) CC **New Episode**

10:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC
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Monday September 28th, 2015
11:05 pm

Bosch - Us And Them - In the season finale, Bosch has to face the aftermath of his
confrontation with Waits, while his daughter's unexpected visit offers some precious time
together. In the wake of the bones investigation, Bosch's job is in jeopardy, and he's
suddenly on the outside once again. (S.1,Ep.10) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt)
M(V,L) CC **Encore**

12:00 am

Movie: The Red Riding Trilogy - 1983 - The final film in the trilogy once again sees an
investigation going off on a tangent to reveal terrible corruption in the West Yorkshire
police force. And the true evil mastermind behind the child abductions and murders of the
last 14 years strikes again. Against them all, an incompetent lawyer and one remorseful
policeman. Directed by Anand Tucker and stars David Morrissey, Lisa Howard and Mark
Addy. (From the UK) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) MAV(A,V,L)

1:50 am

Danger 5 - I Danced For Hitler - Set in a bizarre 1960s-inspired version of World War
Two, this action comedy series follows a team of five spies (Jackson, Tucker, Claire,
Pierre and Ilsa) on a mission to kill Hitler. Danger 5 is the finest group of special
operatives the allies have to offer. In the first episode, Danger 5 must find out why Hitler
has been abducting the world's national monuments with a squad of zeppelins. Claire
poses as a dancer at Hitler's birthday party while Pierre is reunited with a lover from his
past. (Commissioned by SBS, in English, German, Russian and French) (Comedy Series)
(Part 1 of 6) (Rpt) M(V) CC

2:20 am

Danger 5 - Lizard Soldiers of the Third Reich - Nazi dinosaurs are turning up all over
the European front, devouring their way through the Allied war effort. Danger 5 heads to
Belgium to investigate and has a series of close shaves with a trigger-happy Triceratops
and a perverted Nazi Pterodactyl. When Claire traces the dinosaurs to Antarctica, Danger
5 embarks on a journey to the South Pole where they encounter the sinister Dr Mengele.
(Commissioned by SBS, in English, German and Russian) (Comedy Series) (Part 2 of 6)
(Rpt) M (S,V) CC

2:50 am

Coppers - Beat Officers - Against a background of budget cuts, low morale and rising
crime, this acclaimed documentary series lifts the lid on what it's really like to police 21st
Century Britain. This week's programme captures shocking scenes as Nottingham’s
frontline coppers find themselves in the middle of some of the worst anti-police violence in
a generation, with police cars and stations under attack from bricks and petrol bombs.
Filmed during the summer when the shooting of Mark Duggan by police in London
sparked the biggest civil unrest for decades, this high-octane episode offers a unique
insight into the riots across England through the eyes of police as the 'thin blue line' is
stretched to breaking point. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L,D) CC

3:45 am

24 Hours In Emergency - A Good Life - A 93-year-old man is brought in with lifethreatening injuries after being knocked down by a hit-and-run driver just outside the
hospital. He goes into cardiac arrest, and a consultant must keep his heart going manually
in a bid to save his life. Meanwhile, an 83-year-old's finger is mangled by a machine at his
metal-working business, and a 51-year-old man with learning difficulties is treated after
collapsing, prompting his elderly mother to wonder how he will cope after her death. (From
the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M (A) CC

4:40 am

The Wholly Family - A young boy on holiday in Naples with his English father and Italian
mother takes a liking to a figurine in a market stall. He throws a tantrum and is later sent to
bed without dinner by his strict parents. But the Punch figurine he has stolen, unbeknown
to his parents, comes to life in a very weird dream. (From Italy, in English & Italian) (Short
Film) (Drama) (Rpt) M(A)
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Tuesday September 29th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

The World From Above - Italy: Straits Of Messina To The Bay Of Naples - This
journey begins at the Straits of Messina before heading north up the coast to the resort
town of Tropea. Continuing north past a striking coastline and hill top villages we come to
Paestum, one of the greatest Greek archaeological sites of the ancient world. Further
north we take a dramatic dawn flight around the Amalfi coastline, the Bay of Naples and
Mount Vesuvius, and then explore the ancient Roman town of Pompeii. On the north side
of the bay, after a closer look at Vesuvius we pass the crowded city and port of Naples.
Flying west along the coast is the beautiful Island of Ischia. (S.3,Ep.10) (From the UK)
(Documentary) G CC **New Episode**

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC
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Tuesday September 29th, 2015
3:30 pm

Countdown To A Catastrophe - Volcanoes - 1,900 volcanoes worldwide are
considered active. Many are widely unknown, such as Mount Nyiragongo in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo. At an altitude of 3500 meters a hot lava sea boils and
bubbles at 1000 degrees Celsius. (From Germany, in English) (Rpt) PG CC

4:30 pm

My Life As A Turkey - This is the heart-warming tale of biologist Joe Hutto, a man who
raised thirteen endangered wild turkeys from eggs to fully fledged birds. For a whole year
his turkey children were his only companions as he walked them deep through the Florida
Everglades. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Nigella Express - Workday Wonders - This episode Nigella cooks up perfect recipes for
after work entertaining such as a fast food processor chocolate cake with a ready-made
peppermint syrup drizzle and a DIY Dinner. Then, for a casual super speedy supper
Nigella’s making crab and avocado salad with a zesty Japanese dressing. Elegant,
substantial and ready in minutes. (S.1,Ep.4) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Who Do You Think You Are? - Richard Roxburgh - Richard Roxburgh has made his
name playing complicated characters, but knows little of the players in his own past.
Richard discovers his family’s footprints in an unexpected corner of the world in the new
Australian series of Who Do You Think You Are? Learning of two ancestors caught up in
the bloody battle over slavery, Richard’s journey takes him first to Trinidad and Tobago,
and then to Jamaica. Only knowing of Scottish and Irish heritage, Richard is surprised to
learn of the conflicting impact his ancestors have had over these communities and the
slave trade in the 1800’s. (S.6, Ep.4) (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG
CC

8:30 pm

Insight - Shark! - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful firstperson stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production)
CC **New Episode**

9:30 pm

Dateline - Dateline has a fresh half-hour format for 2015. The award-winning program
allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the inspiration and surprise in
every global story. (An SBS Production) CC **New Episode**

10:00 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

10:30 pm

Sinatra: All Or Nothing At All - An up-close and personal examination of the life, music
and career of the legendary entertainer, Frank Sinatra. Focusing on Sinatra’s first 60
years, beginning with his birth in Hoboken, New Jersey and meteoric rise in his 20s, and
drawing on comments from friends and family, as well as never-before-seen footage from
home movies and concert performances, this unprecedented tribute to the beloved
showman follows Sinatra’s growth from roadhouse performer to global singing sensation.
(Part 2 of 2) (From the US) (Documentary) M(L) CC **Encore**
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EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, QLD, VIC & TAS)
12:50 am

Movie: Pomegranates And Myrrh - A reconstruction of life within the Palestinian
diaspora through the eyes of a newlywed couple torn apart by political turmoil. Kamar and
Zaid’s honeymoon is short-lived when Zaid is arrested by Israeli forces for refusing to give
up land in the occupied territories. Directed by Najwa Najjar and stars Yasmine Elmasri,
Hiam Abbass and Walid Abdul Salam. (From Palestine, in Arabic, English subtitles)
(Drama) (2008) (Rpt) PG

2:35 am

Movie: Blades Of Blood - Based on a popular Korean manga, the film follows the quest
of a blind swordsman from the 16th century Chosun Dynasty to seek vengeance against a
former ally, a charismatic politician who seeks to overthrow the government. Directed by
Lee Joon-ik and stars Cha Seung-won, Hwang Jung-min and Baek Seong-hyeon. (From
South Korea) (Drama) (2010) (Class tbc)

4:30 am

UEFA Champions League – Matchday 2: Live coverage of Matchday 2 from the UEFA
Champions League 2015-2016. Teams TBA. (Sport) CC **Live**

CENTRAL STATES (SA & NT)
12:50 am

Movie: Pomegranates And Myrrh - A reconstruction of life within the Palestinian
diaspora through the eyes of a newlywed couple torn apart by political turmoil. Kamar and
Zaid’s honeymoon is short-lived when Zaid is arrested by Israeli forces for refusing to give
up land in the occupied territories. Directed by Najwa Najjar and stars Yasmine Elmasri,
Hiam Abbass and Walid Abdul Salam. (From Palestine, in Arabic, English subtitles)
(Drama) (2008) (Rpt) PG

2:35 am

Duck Quacks Don’t Echo - Freddy Flintoff, Mel Giedroyc & Johnny Vegas - Duck
Quacks Don’t Echo is a comedy entertainment show about amazing facts and trivia. In this
week’s show our host Lee Mack is joined by Freddie Flintoff, Mel Giedroyc and Johnny
Vegas who bring with them an incredible fact each. The point of the show is simple: Who
has the best fact? They all believe that their fact is absolutely true and they’ll all argue
passionately for why it should win. The winner of the show is ultimately the person who
has the best true fact. (From the UK) (Entertainment) (Rpt) M(L) CC

3:25 am

Food Lovers’ Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce Australia has to offer. (An SBS Production) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:00 am

UEFA Champions League – Matchday 2: Live coverage of Matchday 2 from the UEFA
Champions League 2015-2016. Teams TBA. (Sport) CC **Live**

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
12:50 am

Movie: Pomegranates And Myrrh - A reconstruction of life within the Palestinian
diaspora through the eyes of a newlywed couple torn apart by political turmoil. Kamar and
Zaid’s honeymoon is short-lived when Zaid is arrested by Israeli forces for refusing to give
up land in the occupied territories. Directed by Najwa Najjar and stars Yasmine Elmasri,
Hiam Abbass and Walid Abdul Salam. (From Palestine, in Arabic, English subtitles)
(Drama) (2008) (Rpt) PG

2:35 am

UEFA Champions League – Matchday 2: Live coverage of Matchday 2 from the UEFA
Champions League 2015-2016. Teams TBA. (Sport) CC **Live**

5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.
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Wednesday September 30th, 2015
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
7:00 am
Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC
7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Dateline - Dateline has a fresh half-hour format for 2015. The award-winning program
allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the inspiration and surprise in
every global story. (An SBS Production) CC **Encore**

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

3:30 pm

Insight - Shark! - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful firstperson stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production)
CC **Encore**

4:30 pm

Luke Nguyen's United Kingdom Bitesize - Some of your favourite moments so far from
Luke Nguyen's culinary and cultural journey through the UK. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Food) G CC

4:35 pm

Jimmy's Forest - Autumn - High up in a spectacular tree house, Jimmy Doherty
develops an intimate understanding of the inner workings of a British forest. It's now
autumn, and the forest is bursting with fruit and nuts and is looking spectacular. Two of
Jimmy’s friends come to visit and are sent off to forage for their supper. Jimmy gets up
close to a kestrel and reveals its super-sense ability to detect and pounce on field voles.
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 4) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC
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6:00 pm

Nigella Express - On The Run - Eating out has never been so easy because Nigella’s
got it covered the expressway. She never leaves home without a food parcel so whenever
and wherever you are going, Nigella’s got the answer to what to take. For super fast
emergency rations on the run, a pair of perfect travelling companions - a delicious sesame
noodle salad and a velvety pea and pesto soup that Nigella finds incredibly hard to resist.
Plus Nigella whips up a minimum effort portable picnic with marinaded buttermilk chicken
drumsticks, crunchy New Orleans coleslaw and deeply chocolaty rocky road bars.
(S.1,Ep.5) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Treasures Of Ancient Egypt - Golden Age - In this epic, visually stunning adventure
through Ancient Egypt, journalist and art critic Alastair Sooke follows on from his hit series
Treasures of Ancient Rome, tracking down the treasures of the longest-lasting civilization
in history and uncovering the true story of their rise and fall throughout the ages. Stepping
aside from the well-worn usual clichés of this era, he discovers how Egypt’s unique
melting pot of geography and culture created some of the most remarkable treasures the
world has ever seen. (Part 2 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **New Series
Premiere**

8:30 pm

24 Hours In Police Custody – The Morning After/ The Drug Drop - In this double
episode final, Bedfordshire Police are dealing with drunken domestic disputes and a
booze-fuelled fight. Then a young man accidentally dropping a large quantity of cocaine
from his jacket pocket outside a petrol station - all caught on CCTV. (From the UK)
(Documentary) (class tba) CC **Double Episode Final**

10:20 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

10:50 pm

The Lockerbie Bombing - Dateline presents this documentary special about the
Lockerbie Bombing. At 7.02 pm on Wednesday the 21st of December 1988, a device
inside a Boeing 747 detonated at 31,000 feet killing all 259 people on board and a further
11 on the ground. Suddenly the eyes of the world were on the sleepy town of Lockerbie as
it became witness and victim to one of the worst terrorist attacks in history. This emotional
documentary on the Lockerbie Bombing, pieces together the experience of the relatives
and those involved in the investigation to examine a crime that linked two countries
together in tragedy and changed the way we would travel forever. (From the US)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC

11:50 pm

Movie: Kandahar - A visually magnificent, but emotionally horrifying view of Afghanistan
under the Taliban regime. An Afghani-born Canadian resident goes to Afghanistan in the
midst of war in search of her suicidal sister. Winner of the Prize of the Ecumenical Jury at
Cannes in 2001, and nominated for the Palme d’Or. Directed by Mohsen Makhmalbaf and
stars Niloufar Pazira, Hassan Tantai and Ike Ogut. (From Iran, in Farsi and English,
English subtitles) (Drama) (2001) (Rpt) PG CC

1:20 am

Movie: Fighter - Aicha, a high school student, is a passionate kung fu fighter. Her
Turkish parents expect her to get good grades so she can get into medical school, like her
brother Ali. But school doesn't inspire her. Defying her family, Aicha starts secretly training
at a professional, co-ed kung fu club. Nominated for three 2008 Bodil Awards, including
Best Film. Directed by Natasha Arthy and stars Semra Turan, Nima Nabipour and Cyron
Bjorn Melville. (From Denmark, in Danish) (Movie) (Action) (2007) (Rpt) M (L,V)
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Wednesday September 30th, 2015
3:05 am

The Dark Charisma Of Adolf Hitler - The last episode examines how Hitler tried to
maintain his popular appeal in his final years, as his bond with the German people was
tested as never before during the war. He had led the army into a series of victories, but
as the conflict progressed, the successes stopped coming. The citizens' faith in their
fuehrer became fractured, yet he still managed to cling to power until the Red Army was
just yards away from his bunker in Berlin. (From the UK, in English and German)
(Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) PG CC

4:05 am

Duck Quacks Don't Echo - Duck Quacks Don’t Echo is a comedy entertainment show,
about amazing facts and trivia. This week, showcases the best of series. Hosted by Lee
Mack with a panel of various celebrity guests including Richard Ayoade, Miranda Hart
and Terry Wogan who bring with them an incredible fact each. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M(L) CC
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Thursday October 1st, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Greece! The Islands - Dodecanese: From Kos To Karpathos - On the island of
Rhodes we pay a visit to the mother of all European coffee bars. Before the cobbler
Jannis explains to us, why his handcrafted boots are still in demand - even by young
people - in his tradition-steeped home island Karpathos. Then Sofia shows us, what
crucial roles women play in "windmill village"- and how they, traditionally, still pull the
strings. (From Germany, in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC
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Thursday October 1st, 2015
3:30 pm

Henry VIII's Enforcer: The Rise And Fall Of Thomas Cromwell - Thomas Cromwell
has gone down in history as one of the most corrupt and manipulative ruffians ever to hold
power in England. A chief minister who used his position to smash the Roman Catholic
church in England and loot the monasteries for his own gain. A man who used torture to
bring about the execution of the woman who had once been his friend and supporter Anne Boleyn. Diarmaid MacCulloch, professor of the history of the church at Oxford
University, reveals a very different image of Cromwell. The award-winning novels of Hilary
Mantel began the revival of Cromwell's reputation, and now Professor MacCulloch
presents Henry VIII's chief minister as a principled and pioneering statesman who was
driven by radical evangelism. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

4:35 pm

The Sixties - The Space Race - Astronaut and NASA Administrator Charles Bolden,
astronauts Mike Massimino and Dave Scott, and Walter Issacson, Douglas Brinkley, Tom
Wolfe, Andy Chaikin, and Tom Hanks describe the greatest adventure story of all time.
The “giant leap” pushed the boundaries of exploration to an unprecedented frontier,
inspiring inventions and imaginations around the world for generations. (From the US)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Nigella Express - Get Up And Go - Kick start the day the express way with unbeatable
fast and fabulous breakfasts. From weekend parties to pancake feasts, working
breakfasts, solo comforts and wake up shakes, Nigella’s got mornings covered. For a
weekend brunch, a frittata party complete with Pussyfoot breakfast cocktails, that’s full on
and fun from the get go. Then two working breakfasts - first a trio of delicious no cook
breakfast bruschettas with a tomato, an avocado and an easy hummus chick pea topping.
Then shortcut chocolate croissants that couldn’t be easier. (S.1,Ep.6) (From the UK)
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Luke Nguyen's France - Ile D'oleron - Luke continues his journey around the oyster
island of D’Oleron before exploring the food traditions of the Loire Valley. He can’t stop
talking about the infamous “hot oyster” with local restaurateur James. He is reminded of
his childhood through his forages for clams with local fishermen Patrick and John. A
break-wall is as good as anywhere to cook up a fusion clam feast. Luke discovers some of
the magic of the Loire Valley when he cooks a sumptuous rabbit dish in the cellar of an old
chateau with owner Sebastian. They share a glass of wine, some freshly baked bread and
a sing-a-long with some local fisherman, before Luke unearths the troglodyte fine dining
scene. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt)G CC
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8:00 pm

Luke Nguyen's France - Loire Valley and Saint Malo - Luke experiences life and food
on the Loire River before finishing his culinary journey through France in the seaside town
of St Malo. Luke traps an eel with local fisherman Bruno before cooking up one of his
signature dishes on Bruno’s handmade houseboat. He spends his last night in the Loire
cooking a rustic roast duck dish by an open fireplace. Heading to St Malo, a town of
pirates and seafood delights, Luke catches giant crabs with local fisherman Gill. Tamarind
is the ingredient that makes the crab dish so delicious. Over the provincial border in
Normandy, where Mont Saint-Michel looms large, Luke shares his knowledge of salt
marsh lambs. Back in St Malo he meets with larger-than-life character Jean Yves, a third
generation butter specialist, and cooks a delicious scallop dish. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

8:30 pm

Ainsley Harriott's Street Food - Madrid - Grilled chorizo, paella and tortilla are now
some of the staples of global street food but not here, in Madrid. In fact you can’t find any
street food in Spain’s capital city because it’s banned! Ainsley sets out to discover why the
food obsessed people of this city don’t have access to street food and discovers an
underground movement planning to restore Spain’s favourite foods to its rightful place.
Ainsley’s mission is to learn how and where the locals eat and Madrid is full of surprises.
Ainsley also discovers that if Madrid had street food it might not have its world famous
Tapas bars and these places are ‘all day’ destinations for salt cod fritters, garlic prawns,
grilled sardines and delicious tostados. (Ep.9) (From the UK) (Food Series) G CC
**Final**

9:30 pm

Masters Of Sex - Surrogates - As Johnson lies about her relationship with Logan,
Masters proceeds with a controversial sexual surrogacy project. Meanwhile, Betty and
Helen enlist Langham to help them get pregnant. (S.3,Ep.8) (From the US) (Drama
Series) M(S) CC **New Episode**

10:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

Adam Looking For Eve - An original and experimental approach to the dating arena, this
program explores how adventurous singles on a quest for true love interact when they
bare all. With no clothes or makeup to hide behind, and with all barriers removed, it is
literally the naked truth. (From the Netherlands, in Dutch) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt)
MA(N)

11:50 pm

Movie: Headhunter - Headhunter Martin Vinge finds himself thrown into a world of
corporate intrigue and dirty tricks when he is employed by an elderly billionaire wanting to
overthrow his untrustworthy heir. Nominated for four 2010 Bodil Awards, including Best
Film. Directed by Rumle Hammerich and stars Lars Mikkelsen, Charlotte Munck and
Henning Moritzen. (From Denmark, in Danish) (Thriller) (2009) (Rpt) M(A,L)

1:45 am

Movie: The Warlords - A heroic tale of three blood brothers and their struggle in the
midst of war and political upheaval. In the autumn of 1870, General Pang Qingyun of the
imperial army wants to end war and restore peace to the land. But to do so he must first
rise to power. To help him achieve his goal, he joins two bandits Zhao Er-Hu and Jiang
Wuyang, and the three become sworn brothers. Directed by Peter Chan and stars Jet Li,
Andy Lau and Takeshi Kaneshiro. (From China, in Mandarin) (Action/Adventure) (2007)
(Rpt) MAV(V)
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3:45 am

The Story Of Film - (1930s) The Great American Movie Genres - This series covers
the film landscape from silent cinema to the modern day digital era. Sound comes to the
cinema and sends the medium into a spin, as old stars fade and the new ones burn even
brighter. Glamour reigns supreme, genre cinema is born and masterpieces of the medium
emerge across the globe, as the devastation of war brings startling and daring approaches
to cinema. The story of film becomes truly global. (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) PG
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Friday October 2nd, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

NITV News Week In Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of
contemporary life within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening
and redefining the news and current affairs landscape. (News)

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

3:30 pm

Salvage Hunters - Meet modern-day treasure hunter Drew Pritchard. With demanding
customers, high turnover, and one of the biggest decorative salvage yards in the UK,
Drew is constantly on the road, crisscrossing the country in search of derelict gems and
forgotten remnants. Drew loves the thrill of the hunt and while he gets his hands dirty in
the country’s architectural backwaters, his crack team of restorers is back at the shop
giving old and rare finds a new lease on life. (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt)G
CC
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Friday October 2nd, 2015
4:30 pm

Cindy Crawford: Hospital In The Sky - Accessible, celebrity-fronted doco takes a light
and uplifting lens to Peruvian ocular health, following Cindy Crawford as she accompanies
US charity organisation Orbis on a trip to Peru to perform life-changing eye surgeries for
locals with no other access to the health care they need. Beautiful photography and
editing also makes for a satisfying armchair tour of Peruvian culture. Funded by Omega,
with only minor product placement; nothing of editorial concern. (From the US)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Classic Floyd: Floyd Around The Med - Spain - Keith Floyd starts the Spanish leg of his
journey in Barcelona, where he cooks partridges in vinegar. Travelling south, he witnesses
the splendour of the Andalusian Dancing Horses and the Jerez sherry festival, and in the
Gonzalez Byass bodega, Keith finds himself next to Margaret Thatcher. Keith also
prepares peppers stuffed with salted cod known locally as bacalao, broad bean salad and
paella. At the restaurant El Faro, the Chef, Fernando Cordoba prepares Keith an exquisite
meal featuring some of the specialities of the house. (S.1,Ep.5) (From the UK) (Food
Series) G CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

The Classic Car Show - Few cars spark so much heated debate as the MGB but Quentin
reckons we’ve misjudged MG’s best-selling sports car. Despite sales success in Britain
and America the MGB has become the butt of classic car jokes, driven by car bores with
flat-caps and facial hair. Quentin asks us to reconsider this stylish cheap and underappreciated classic. Alex Riley takes the trip of a lifetime to watch legend and childhood
hero Derek Bell get back into his Porsche 962 and compete in the Group C support race
at Le Mans. The trip takes on very special significance when we discover this will be
Derek’s last race at Le Mans. (S.1,Ep.6) (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **New
Episode**

8:35 pm

Movie: Animal Kingdom - This powerful psychological crime drama tells the story of a
tense battle between a dangerous criminal family and the police. Starring Guy Pearce,
Joel Edgerton and Jacki Weaver. (Australia) (Movie) (Thriller) (2010) M(D,V,L) CC
**Premiere**

10:35 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:05 pm

Movie: Kiss Me - Love comes along at the most unexpected times, in the most
unexpected ways. A kiss, a touch, can change everything. When Mia meets Frida she is
about to announce her engagement to Tim. Unlike Frida, who is openly gay, Mia has led a
straight life – so when Frida captures her attention it is quite a shock. To make matters
more complicated, through their parents’ engagement, Mia and Frida are about to become
stepsisters. But sometimes love is unavoidable. And never easy. In order to be with each
other, Mia and Frida are set to struggle through heartbreaking challenges. (From Sweden,
in Swedish) (Movie) (Drama) (2011) M(S,L)
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1:00 am

Movie: Golden Gun - Panceta is a young Argentinean labourer who is trying to hold
down two jobs. He lives in the poor suburbs of Buenos Aires with his recently widowed
mother, and is desperately seeking the money he needs to escape the ghetto. When he
turns to manufacturing home-made guns for some local gangsters, he quickly runs afoul of
a powerful mafia group. Directed by Eduardo Pinto and stars Lautaro Delgado, Camila
Cruz and Alfredo Bertazzoni. (From Argentina, in Spanish) (Thriller) (2008) (Rpt) M
(V,S,L,D,N)

2:50 am

Movie: The Counterfeiters - Salomon 'Sally' Sorowitsch is an expert Jewish
counterfeiter enjoying the good life until he’s sent to Mauthausen-Gusen concentration
camp. Sally manages to survive for five years before transfer to Sachsenhausen, where
he is assigned to produce perfect forgeries of British and US banknotes for the Third
Reich. Winner of the Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film, 2008. Directed by
Stefan Ruzowitzky and stars Karl Markovics, Devid Striesow and August Diehl. (In
German, English subtitles) (Drama) (2007) (Rpt) MA (V)

4:40 am

You Like It, I Love It - Two brothers, Roberto and Chris, have the house to themselves
while their parents, are away. Their listlessness is interrupted by Tony, their next door
neighbour, who, though initially quarrelsome, attempts to get the boys involved in his idea
for a sustainable musical extravaganza he thinks could tour Australian primary schools.
(Australia) (Short Film) (Comedy) (2013) M(V,L)
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Saturday October 3rd, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

2:00 pm

Zumbo - Kids in the Kitchen - Adriano decides to launch a new series of cooking
classes just for kids. The aim is to find aspiring young chefs and teach them how to make
simple mouth-watering desserts for the family. The most gregarious and talented of our
young chefs will be selected to host a special fairy-tale twilight dinner for local mums and
dads. Adriano knows how to work with adults but how will he go with kids?
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Part 5 of 6) (Rpt) G CC

2:30 pm

Marco Pierre White's Kitchen Wars - The last semi-final features Angela and Julia from
the Peak Restaurant in Llanberis, husband-and-wife team Gavin and Lucinda from Gavin
Gregg's in Sevenoaks, and Barrington and Eleanor from the Discovery Bay Caribbean
restaurant in Huddersfield. One of tonight's chefs has previously cooked for stars including
Madonna and Nigella Lawson, and is oozing confidence - but will their front-of-house
partner let them down? And can the other couples show they also have what it takes?
Only one pair can go through to next week's final. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG
CC

3:25 pm

Monster Moves - Total Towns - Tonight the monster movers take on the seemingly
impossible task of moving enough buildings to house entire communities. One visionary
developer must transport a flotilla of fully built luxury mansions from the construction site
to his marina village, while a property tycoon creates the first-ever house factory, capable
of producing entire streets. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC WS
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4:25 pm

History Cold Case - The Woman and Three Babies - Professor Sue Black and her
team analyse skeletons of everyday people from across the ages, shedding new light on
the history of our forebears. In the sleepy commuter town of Baldock in Hertfordshire the
team is called in to investigate the discovery of a skeleton dating from around 100 AD,
buried in a bizarre position, along with the remains of three babies. Is she Celt or Roman
and is she the earliest recorded mother of triplets in Britain? (From the UK) (Documentary
Series) (Final) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

The Plantagenets - The Death Of Kings - Professor Robert Bartlett charts the downfall
of the Plantagenet dynasty. In the last century of their rule four Plantagenet kings are
violently deposed and murdered by members of their own family. It is the bloodiest
episode in the entire history of the English monarchy. As the Plantagenets turns in on
themselves England is dragged into decades of brutal civil war. (Ep.3) (From the UK)
(Documentary) PG CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Wild Arabia - Sand Wind and Stars - Arabia is a breathtaking mix of deserts, seas,
mystery and romance. This beautiful series reveals the surprising connections between
the nature, people, landscape and history of this little known kingdom. Few places on
earth evoke more mystery and romance than Arabia. Now for the first time we are able to
enter the forbidding wilderness and reveal a magical cast a characters. From snow-white
oryx that inspired the myth of the unicorn to long-legged jerboa leaping ten times their own
body length through the star-filled Arabian nights. Horned vipers hunt glow-in-dark
scorpions while Bedouin nomads race their camels across the largest sand desert in the
world. (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

8:35 pm

Movie: Hotel Rwanda - Ten years ago, as the country of Rwanda descended into
madness, one man made a promise to protect the family he loved, and ended up finding
the courage to save over 1200 people. Hotel Rwanda tells the inspiring story of real-life
hero Paul Rusesabagina (Don Cheadle), a hotel manager in Rwanda who used his
courage and cunning to shelter over a thousand refugees from certain death. While the
rest of the world closed its eyes, Paul opened his heart and proved that one good man
can make a difference. (From the US) (Movie) (Drama) (2004) (Rpt) M(A,L,V)

10:50 pm

Movie: Half Of A Yellow Sun - Sisters Olanna and Kainene return home to 1960s
Nigeria, where they diverge on different paths. As civil war breaks out, they put aside their
differences to join the fight to establish an independent republic. Stars Thandie Newton
and Chiwetel Ejiofor. (From the UK) (Movie) (2013) M(V,S) CC

12:55 am

Who Do You Think You Are? - Ainsley Harriott - British celebrity chef Ainsley Harriott
heads to the Caribbean to discover his roots. He has long thought that his grandmother's
family came to Jamaica as indentured labourers from India. However, he discovers a very
different path to the one he had imagined. To learn more about his grandfather’s family,
Ainsley heads to Barbados to find out about his great-grandfather’s army career in the
West India Regiment. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC
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3:00 am

Movie: Storm - Hannah Maynard, a prosecutor for the UN International Criminal Court in
The Hague, charges a former Serbian general of war crimes committed in the former
Yugoslavia in the mid-90s. However, her main witness might be lying, so the court sends
a team to Bosnia to investigate. Nominated for the Golden Bear at the 2009 Berlin
International Film Festival. Directed by Hans-Christian Schmid and stars Kerry Fox,
Anamaria Marinca and Stephen Dillane. From Germany, in English, German, Bosnian and
Serbian) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M(V,A,L)

4:50 am

Do I Have To Take Care Of Everything? - This Oscar-nominated short film goes inside
a family's chaotic morning and follows a mother who is determined to take care of
everything herself. (From Finland, in Finnish) (Short Film) (Comedy) (2011) G

